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About me

• Burn out during PhD = long intermission 

• Experience thinking about PhD MH and working alongside experts

• I have told my manager I couldn’t work properly 3 times since the 

lockdown

• Inviting any question about my experience of MH difficulties



About you

• Please let me know your school and the stage of your PhD (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 

5th year, intermission, fieldwork, pre-submission..)

• If you have attended one of the new PHD mental health workshops, please

indicate which : Looking After Yourself (LAY) – Looking Out for One Another

(LOFO) 



What we will cover

• PhD challenges and mental health

• PhD mental health and Covid19

• Understanding your own mental health

• Unpacking self-care strategies

• Getting support



PART 1: PHD CHALLENGES 
& MENTAL HEALTH



Why is this important? 



Why is this important? 



Image: @ithinkwellHugh

Long term

https://twitter.com/ithinkwellHugh


Short term

Find myvloghere: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGKFrH-d8YXCXLJMS06-wVg?view_as=subscriber

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGKFrH-d8YXCXLJMS06-wVg?view_as=subscriber


Institutional and systemic factors 





Some disabilities look like this

Many look like this

From Dr Michelle Morgan, Jan 2020.



Discussion - 10 min 



PART 2: PhD MENTAL HEALTH 
& Covid19MH



Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs



www.mind.org.uk

http://www.mind.org.uk/


IMPORTANT FACTORS 

• Stress → anxiety 

• Uncertainty 

• Isolation 

• Academic culture: ‘narrative of optimum suffering’

• Perfectionism - Imposter Syndrome



Stress/Anxiety

• Doctoral researchers report significantly greater perceived stress 

compared to the general population (UDOC study, 2019)

• Greater perceived stress associated with reduced perceived social 

support (UDOC study, 2019)

• Disorder: a matter of duration, intensity and/or frequency 

• For more info on anxiety and anxiety disorders:

‘Overcoming anxiety’ H. Kennerley

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4E2JzmIraw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4E2JzmIraw


“Uncertainty lurks in all corners of doctoral study, including the research itself such as grappling with

theory and data collection and analysis, as well as the supervision relationships. There’s also uncertainty in

what comes after – what kind of career will my PhD lead to. There’s no way to avoid uncertainty, but there

is a phrase my supervisor introduced to me at our very first supervision meeting that may help manage it –

‘ambiguity tolerance’.”

Sherrie Lee  teachersherrie.wordpress.com

Uncertainty

With [Covid19], [comes] unbounded uncertainty across all domains and from multiple sources: professional and
personal; emotional and financial…. Our natural discomfort with uncertainty is a legacy of our survival instincts—
we are more comfortable with what is familiar and certain, than the unknown, which could be dangerous.
Embracing uncertainty is counter to our evolutionary instincts.

Arabella L Simpkin, assistant professor in medicine at Harvard Medical School



Isolation

“When I worked at home a lot I was getting completely de-socialised”

“The thing is with PhDs, as I'm starting to see, is that it can be quite isolating....but if 
there was something that bound people together more strongly just intrinsically, 
then my feeling is that I think people would be less stressed about their position and 
feel like they're less imposters and stuff like that."

From UDOC focus groups, 2018.



Mental Health and Wellbeing 
Researcher-Led Initiatives (2018-19)

• MFM School PhD peer support meetings

• Global Studies and IDS Wellbeing Workshops 

• Online support group guide for doctoral researchers 

• Support group for those dealing with 

difficult/sensitive data 

• PhD Game Nights



Isolation – physical distancing

• Not having access to things that make us feel good (gym, social 

hobbies, particular food/drinks..)

• Sense of belonging affected by less social interactions

• Boredom, loneliness → rumination, worry/anxiety



Literature:

(From Dr Cassie Hazell and Dr Clio Berry)

Optimum suffering

U-Doc Project



Sussex Focus Groups (2018)

U-Doc Project

Optimum suffering

(From Dr Cassie Hazell and Dr Clio Berry)



Gareth Hughes, University of Derby (the wellbeing thesis 16/01/20)

Common assumptions worsen



Loss of (non-PhD) self

(Hugh Kearns)



Perfectionism

• I have no free time

• No achievement is ever enough

• I blame myself if things aren’t done just right

• I can’t stand it when other people don’t do things my way

• I don’t trust others to do as good a job as I do so I end up doing it all

• I have to go over my work many times until it’s acceptable to me

• I have to do more and more in order to feel accepted by others

• I’m so afraid of failing that I never get started



Online meetings

Video chats can require a lot more energy and focus, in-person interactions 
are a less demanding.

• Separation between work space and living/eating/sleeping spaces 

Face-to-face: 
• there are helpful physical cues, we feel less performance-oriented,… we’re able to gauge the climate and 

better read the room to know when it’s best to jump in and share a diverse or different perspective’
• people rarely engage in long bouts of mutual gaze = looking directly into the eyes of another

Video meetings: 
• we don’t get to see the ‘clues’ that body language and facial expressions send as well. A lot of 

communication lost due to the absence of body language.. we have to be more conscious of the words we 
choose and when we jump into conversations

• a grid of people stare right at you from the screen.



Imposter Syndrome: is it just me?

Image: https://phdwomenscot.wordpress.com/2018/04/20/week-16-going-straight-to-phd-after-undergrad/

https://phdwomenscot.wordpress.com/2018/04/20/week-16-going-straight-to-phd-after-undergrad/


PART 3: YOUR MENTAL HEALTH/WELLBEING?



Mental Health/Wellbeing continuum

Dr Clio Berry – adapted from Student Minds



Monitoring your wellbeing

Why?
• To find out what you might be worried about – what triggers anxiety/panic/depression
• May make you feel more in control
• To see progress/celebrate strengths
• Feeling of panic: when overwhelmed makes it easier to start thinking rationally (break 

biased thinking)
• Aid to talk to someone (map of state of mind)
• Play with the data researcher-way

How?
• App
• Paper (mood graph, mood/sleep/stress grading)
• Could be done by looking up questionnaires online, take MH surveys (see

Vitae/Smarten survey)
• List of concerns/worries
• Rank listed items from most concerning/pressing to less

https://www.smarten.org.uk/covid-19-study.html


Covey’s Circles of Concern, Influence and Control

➢Your PhD topic

➢When to write your thesis

➢Take a break

➢[Where you live, work, what you eat]

➢Communication with supervisor

➢Workshop attendance

➢[Socialising]

➢Visa issues

➢Health of loved ones

➢Political events

➢The weather

Tackling Worry



Discussion - 5 min 



(Complex) Solutions to complex problems

• Self-care

• Medication?

• Talking therapies?

• Other therapies?

• Social prescribing?



PART 3:  SELF-CARE STRATEGIES



What is self-care?

• The PhD is a marathon and not a sprint – you need to look after yourself 
in order to have the personal resources to succeed

• Self-care is… “the practice of taking an active role in protecting one's 
own well-being and happiness, in particular during periods of stress” 
(Oxford Dictionary)

• Different types of self-care (NAMI scale)
Physical

Psychosocial and spiritual

Workplace / professional





Some (unhelpful) advice 

• ‘Pick up a new hobby and get really good at it’ 

• ‘Take time to relax and focus on the present’

• ‘Set up a routine’

• ‘Do things you enjoy’

• Etc.

BUT

You are capable of thinking critically and for yourself so you can 
discriminate 



Example – Unpacking SCS

One activity may require a wide range of decisions to be made and 
equipment to be had for the activity to take place

Going out for a bike ride : 

find the bike; carry water but light bagpack; right clothes, bike gloves; 
other equipment i.e. padlock; 

where do I go? (not far cause lockdown; somewhere flat etc.), 

have good headphones listen to Motown/60s music to feel more relaxed

…



1. Pick up strategy/particular activity (2 min)

2. What practical steps can you take to incorporate these strategies and 
activities into your daily life during your PhD?

3. What barriers can you anticipate in putting your self-care plans into action?

4. How are you going to navigate and overcome these barriers?

Discussion - 10 min 



Self-compassion: the greatest self-care?

• kindness, care and understanding for yourself (as you would for others)

• 3 components (K.Neff):

1. Self-kindness

2. Common humanity

3. Mindfulness

• Positive side of self-esteem

• Self-criticism linked to depression in research (fear-based approach ≠ 
love-based approach (K.Neff) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11U0h0DPu7k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11U0h0DPu7k


PART 4:  GETTING SUPPORT



Mental Health care professionals

• Trained to understand MH problems

• Trained to be non-judgemental

• Trained to support you, be an ally



Support services at Sussex

• Student Life Centre: General student information, advice and guidance (personal, financial, academic). Open 
every weekday, with 1:1 appointments and daily drop-ins sussex.ac.uk/studentlifecentre

• University Counselling Service: Individual counselling and therapy groups. Also offers access to online self-
help and workshops sussex.ac.uk/counselling

• Student Support Unit: The Student Support Unit has specialist Mental Health Advisors who will work with 
you if you require reasonable adjustments for your studies and you have medical evidence of a long-term 
mental health condition. The Unit also provides specialist advice for students with specific learning 
difficulties, long-term physical health conditions and disabilities sussex.ac.uk/studentsupport/mentalhealth

• Employee Assistance Programme (for doctoral researchers who teach or are employed by the University for 
any work): There is a 24-hour / 365 days a year telephone help line that can provide counselling and 
specialist advice on a range of matters sussex.ac.uk/humanresources/reward-and-benefits/employee-
assistance-programme

• Student’s Union Support and Advocacy Team: Independent, confidential information, advice and support 
on a range of academic and non-academic issues sussexstudent.com/support

• See also: sussex.ac.uk/internal/doctoralschool/wellbeing

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/studentlifecentre
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/counselling
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/studentsupport/mentalhealth
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/humanresources/reward-and-benefits/employee-assistance-programme
http://www.sussexstudent.com/support
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/internal/doctoralschool/wellbeing


Support services beyond Sussex

• Samaritans: 116 123 or jo@samaritans.org

• Sussex Mental Healthline on 0300 5000 101

• Mental Health Rapid Response Service (MHRRS) on 0300 304 0078

• Local mental health services and low-cost counselling 
sussex.ac.uk/wellbeing/mentalhealth/resources/local

• National mental health charities and organisations 
sussex.ac.uk/wellbeing/mentalhealth/resources/national

ONLINE RESOURCES

• Podcast Mental Health during the PhD (former Sussex PhDs): https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-nixge-
af80fb

• The Wellbeing Thesis: https://thewellbeingthesis.org.uk/
• Silvercloud self-help app: https://sussexuni.silvercloudhealth.com
• Students Against Depression website
• Student Minds website

mailto:jo@samaritans.org
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/wellbeing/mentalhealth/resources/local
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/wellbeing/mentalhealth/resources/national
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-nixge-af80fb
https://thewellbeingthesis.org.uk/
https://sussexuni.silvercloudhealth.com/
https://www.studentsagainstdepression.org/
https://www.studentminds.org.uk/


Takeaway message

1) Doing a PhD involves lots of possible challenges at different levels and Covdi 19 is a 
huge one, therefore you deserve some support

2) One’s mental health and wellbeing is complex (especially during the PhD and Covid-19!)

3) Therefore understanding and managing one’s mental health and wellbeing is hard (but 
there are tools and qualified people to help)

4) Taking care of oneself also means self-compassion & getting help and support from
others



Questions ?

More information?
Feed back forms

• Contact us: researcher-development@sussex.ac.uk

• Follow student mental health projects at Sussex on Twitter: @SMHPsussex

mailto:researcher-development@sussex.ac.uk

